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Evolution of CoÕCu multilayer conductivity during growth: An ab initio study
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We presentab initio calculations for the in-plane conductivity of Co/Cu multilayer slabs. The electronic
structure of the multilayer slabs is calculated by means of density-functional theory within a screened
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker scheme. Transport properties are described using the Boltzmann equation in
relaxation-time approximation. We study the change of the conductivity during growth of the multilayer, and
we can reproduce the anomalous, non-Ohmic behavior observed experimentally in several multilayer systems.
Our results show that this behavior can be explained in terms of the electronic structure of the slab only. No
extra assumption for the scattering at the interfaces is necessary. The connection of electronic structure and
conductivity during layer-by-layer growth is elucidated by analyzing the layer-projected conductivities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the size-dependent conductivity
thin-film multilayers is still an open question. The condu
tivity of various magnetic/nonmagnetic multilaye
systems1–6 has been measured as a function of the thickn
of the deposited layer. These electrical measurements w
made simultaneously byin situ conductance monitoring, an
the experimental data show characteristic features for al
vestigated multilayers. First of all, the conductance increa
with increasing multilayer thickness. Second, the slope of
conductance increase is different for the different metal l
ers, due to the corresponding residual resistivity of the m
als. Third, there is a characteristic drop in the total cond
tance as soon as the magnetic layer is added on top o
nonmagnetic layer. This behavior is quite general and w
originally related to additional scattering in the interface
gion due to intermixing and disorder.

Several models have been developed to understand
origin of this behavior. Most of them have assumed fre
electron behavior within the constituent layers,7–9 extending
the Fuchs-Sondheimer approach.10,11 Disorder at the inter-
face was introduced. A quantum-mechanical description
cluding surface scattering was presented by Fishman
Calecki12,13 and by Trivedi and Ashcroft.14 A more realistic
description of the multilayer was based on a tight-bind
model including disorder at the interface.1 Ab initio elec-
tronic structure calculations of magnetic multilayers ha
been performed by several groups.15–19It was shown that the
electronic structure of the multilayer plays a very importa
role for the understanding of the transport properties
giant magnetoresistance.20,21 None of the calculations wer
performed for thein situ conductance monitoring conside
ing the incremental conductance contributed by each ato
layer. The aim of this work is the understanding of the s
dependence and the evolution of the Co/Cu multilayer c
ductivity during the growth, starting fromab initio electronic
structure calculations.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

The calculations are based on density-functional theor
the local-density approximation and a recently implemen
version of a screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green
function method.18,22–25 For layered systems the advanta
of this transformation is theN-scaling behavior~with N the
number of layers in the system! which enables us to trea
systems with a large number of atoms in the unit cell a
arbitrary two-dimensional~2D! or three-dimensional cell pe
riodicity. The potentials were assumed to be spherically sy
metric inside the Wigner-Seitz sphere as in the atomic sph
approximation ~ASA! but a multipole expansion of the
charge density has been taken into account up tol max56
~angular momenta up tol max53 have been used for th
wave functions!. For the exchange-correlation functiona
the expressions given by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair26 were
used. Brillouin-zone integrations have been performed
means of special points methods.27 To simulate thein situ
conductance monitoring of the Co/Cu multilayer durin
growth we model the system by the following assumptio
We consider a monolayer growth along the~001! direction.
Co and Cu are assumed to occupy an ideal fcc lattice wi
lattice constant of 6.76 a.u., without any lattice mismatch
distortion at the interfaces and surfaces, while no intermix
at the interfaces is allowed.

In the experimental setup an insulator or semiconduc
buffer or target material is used; this is simulated by vacu
in our calculation. That means a free standing slab with
periodicity in plane is considered. For the calculations
started from a Cu slab of 2 monolayers~ML ! thickness. Cu
was added layer by layer until a thickness of 5 ML
reached, which corresponds to about 9 Å. We continue
adding Co up to the same thickness. Thus the cycle
repeated. The short hand notation for the considered sys
is Cun1

/Con2
/Cun3

. . . denoting the individual layer thick
nesses in monolayers starting from the bottom Cu layer.
ery multilayer corresponds to an experimental film af
deposition of a complete ideally flat atomic layer. The ele
tronic structure was determined self-consistently for ea
©2002 The American Physical Society32-1
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system under consideration. Concerning the magnetic c
figuration of the multilayer slabs we assumed parallel ali
ment of the Co layer magnetization which is energetica
preferred in Co/Cu multilayers28 with 5 ML Cu thickness.

III. TRANSPORT THEORY

To calculate the electrical conductivity of the consider
layered structures we use the semiclassical Boltzmann th
in relaxation-time approximation.16,29 A spin-independent
isotropic relaxation timet is assumed. This is of course
rough approximation which concentrates on the anisotro
electronic structure of the system but, as our results sho
is sufficient for the explanation of the effect. Moreover, co
sidering that the anisotropic scattering would change our
sults only quantitatively, and not qualitatively, it thus serv
our current purpose of understanding the conductivity of t
multilayers based on the electronic structure of ideal s
tems. Neglecting spin-flip scattering, Mott’s two-curre
model can be used.30 With these simplifications the in-plan
conductivitys in relaxation-time approximation is given b
a Fermi-surface integral over the in-plane component of
Fermi velocityvk

s squared,29

s5
e2

4p2\
t(

s
E d2k d~Ek

s2EF!vk
s2. ~1!

Ek
s are the energy eigenvalues andEF is the Fermi level.s

denotes the spin directions. Thek integration is performed
over the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of the slab. T
Fermi surface reduces to a set of closed lines in the p
perpendicular to the growth direction~see Fig. 4 below!. The
result of Eq.~1! is a slab conductivity per unit cell for a
two-dimensional system. If we consider only one monola
then we obtain a conductivity per atom which compares
rectly to the bulk conductivity.

The wave functionsCk
s(Ri1r ) of the one-electron eigen

states are normalized to the volume of the unit cell. Splitt
up the real-space integral into a sum over the atomic sphe
a site-dependent probability amplitudePk

s( i ) of the eigen-
stateEk

s is defined,

15E
unit cell

d3r uCk
s~r !u2 ~2!

5(
i
E

ASAi

d3r uCk
s~Ri1r !u25(

i
Pk

s~ i !. ~3!

Ri are the basis vectors, denoting the different atomic lay
while the real-space integration in Eq.~3! is restricted to the
atomic sphere of atomi ~ASAi!.

To analyze the spatial distribution of the current a lo
conductivity is introduced by projecting the conductivity o
each atomic layeri:

s i
s5

e2

4p2\
tE d2k d~Ek

s2EF!vk
s2Pk

s~ i !. ~4!
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Thus the total conductivity is just the sum over all the laye
N of the slab, and spin directions,

s5(
s

(
i 51

N

s i
s . ~5!

IV. ULTRATHIN CU FILM

Following the ideas of Fuchs and Sondheimer10,11 the
conductivity of a simple metallic film goes to zero with d
creasing film thicknessD, since in the limit of thin filmss
;k ln(1/k), wherek5D/ l , andl denotes the mean free pat
Considering no diffusive surface scattering we obtain
bulk conductivity. In a realistic quantum-mechanical calcu
tion where full band-structure effects are present the situa
is more complicated. In Fig. 1 we present the calculated c
ductivity of ultrathin Cu slabs with thicknesses varying fro
two to five monolayers. The total slab conductivity increas
almost linearly with the number of Cu monolayers. The co
ductivity per atom saturates to a constant value after 4
ML. It is obvious that our calculated conductivity does n
extrapolate to zero as predicted by the Sondheimer mo
This is a direct consequence of the quantum-mechan
treatment of the surface. In the Sondheimer model the
face is described by the classical electron distribution fu
tion. In the present calculation the full quantum-mechani
Hamiltonian for the surface is used. As a result, types
eigenstates like surface states could appear which are
included in the Sondheimer model. Due to the formation
surface states with a high in-plane group velocity the c
ductivity per atom~Fig. 1! is increased for very thin Cu
slabs. It has to be mentioned that the constant relaxation
that is used for all states at the Fermi level might be inac
rate to obtain quantitative information.

V. CONDUCTIVITY OF CU ÕCO SLABS

Our calculated conductivity of the Cu/Co slabs is sho
in Fig. 2, together with the density of states~DOS! at the
Fermi level. With our calculation we are able to reprodu
the experimentally observed behavior. Our results show
increase with increasing slab thickness, while there is a d
in the slab conductivity of about 20% when the first C

FIG. 1. Film conductivity ~dots! and conductivity per atom
~crosses! as a function of Cu layer thickness in arbitrary units.
2-2
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EVOLUTION OF Co/Cu MULTILAYER CONDUCTIVITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 134432
monolayer is deposited on Cu. By adding more Co layers
increases further, and we observe no significant effect w
we start depositing Cu again. A drop is again seen when
repeat the Co deposition on top of Cu. The spin decomp
tion shows that for majority electrons we have a monoton
increase ins, while the peculiar, non-Ohmic conductivit
variation stems from the minority electrons. Here we po
out that no specific surface scattering mechanism is inclu
in the calculation. Moreover, a constant spin-independen
laxation time was assumed, and the difference in the s
channels comes solely from the contrast of electronic st
ture in the two spin channels while differences in scatter
which would require an anisotropict are ignored in this
approximation.

It is interesting to compare the evolution of the condu
tivity with the changes of the slab DOS at the Fermi lev
shown in Fig. 2. For the majority channel we observe a lin
increase with thickness since the local DOS atEF at the Co
and Cu sites is very similar for the majority channel a
corresponds to the free-electron-like states above the fi
3d bands. The behavior of the minority DOS reflects t
difference in the electronic structure of the two materia
The DOS is much larger at the Co sites in comparison to
this causes the strong increase of the total DOS during
Co growth. The local DOS at the Co surface or at a Co/
interface is enhanced in comparison to the bulk Co, and
total DOS is strongly increased by adding the first two
layers. Moreover, quantum confinement effects are fully
cluded in our calculation and cause the reduced incre
when depositing the third Co layer, and the small drop wh
the single Cu layer terminates the slab.

Let us now concentrate on the drop of the conductiv

FIG. 2. Evolution of total and spin projected DOS~states/Ry! at
EF and total and spin projected conductivity~arbitrary units! during
Co/Cu multilayer growth.
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when adding one monolayer of Co on the Cu film. Th
behavior is accompanied by a strong increase in the t
DOS since the Fermi level crosses the Co minority band. T
spin projected conductivities demonstrate that the drop
curs in the minority channel. By means of an averaged sp
dependent Fermi velocityv̄s,

v̄s5F E d2k d~Ek
s2EF!vk

s2/ns~EF!G1/2

, ~6!

one can rewrite Eq.~1! into

s5
e2

4p2\
t(

s
ns~EF!v̄s 2. ~7!

ns(EF)5*d2k d(Ek
s2EF) is the total DOS at the Ferm

level. The expression in Eq.~7! is useful to understand th
microscopic origin of the conductivity drop. Following Eq
~7! the reduction of the conductivity is caused by a stro
reduction of the averaged Fermi velocity in the minor
channel since the DOS is continously increasing. For
majority band we have a linear increase and no differenc
seen when going from Cu to Co and vice versa since the
d states are below the Fermi level. To elucidate this Fe
velocity reduction the local conductivity of the minorit
channel~Eq. 4! is shown in Fig. 3, for nearly all slabs unde
consideration. For the pure Cu slabs all Cu layers contrib
equally to the conductivity, and we observe only a sm
reduction at the surface layers. The situation changes dr
cally when we consider a single monolayer of Co on the
slab. As we can see from Fig. 3~third panel from bottom!,
the major contribution in the conductivity comes from the C
layers. The Cu contributions, however, are significantly d
creased by almost a factor of 4 in comparison to the Cu s
without Co coverage. According to Eq.~7!, this corresponds
to a reduction of the effective Fermi velocity by a factor of
and the total slab conductivity is decreased~Fig. 2!. This
reduction of the Fermi velocity stems from a drastic chan
of the Fermi-surface topology when adding a single Co la
on top of Cu as shown in Fig. 4. The deposition of a sim
Co layer destroys the free-electron-like Cu-slab Fermi s
face in the minority band while the majority Fermi surface
kept intact. As a result we end up with a complicated min
ity Fermi surface dominated by Cod states of low velocity
~Fig. 4!. Despite the low velocity of the Cod states, Co
layers have a highs because of the high DOS. Moreover, C
surface and interface states produce a further enhancem

The constant reduction of the Cu contribution implies a
the experimentally found proportionality of the conductivi
drop in dependence on the Cu layer thickness.1 The conduct-
ing states have a large probability amplitude at the surfa
which would give an amplification of the conductivity dro
due to the enhanced scattering cross section.31 This is in line
with numerical results of Baileyet al.1 assuming a larger
potential disorder at the Co/Cu interface in comparison to
bulk materials.

The addition of an extra Cu layer on top of the Co layer
accompanied by a similar conductivity contribution like
the first Cu stack. In the minority channel there is only
2-3
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the local conductivity of the minority chan
nel ~Eq. 4! ~arbitrary units! during film growth.
13443
marginal decrease when we add one monolayer of Cu on
of Co. This is compensated by the linear increase in
majority channel, so that almost no effect is observed in
total s. With increasing Cu layer thickness a symmetric pr
file is formed~Fig. 3, second panel from top!. The total con-
ductivity increases monotonously. The first Co layer of t
second stack causes again a decrease of the underlyin
layer contributions and a drop of the totals. The combina-
tion of all details in the local conductivity discussed abo
leads to the observed behavior as a function of the film thi
ness~Fig. 2!, with decreasing conductivity when adding C
on Cu, and a linear increase when adding Cu on Co. The
thickness we consider is much smaller compared with
recent experiment of Baileyet al.1 but as we can see from
Figs. 1 and 2, a constant conductivity per atom is establis
after 4–5 ML and larger thickness would only cause a mo
tonic increase ins. As mentioned above our calculations a
performed for a ferromagnetic configuration of the Co ma
netization which is favored by the interlayer distance of
ML of Cu. The Cu thickness of 20 Å~11 ML! used in the
experiments by Baileyet al.32 and Urbaniaket al.5 corre-
sponds to the second antiferromagnetic maximum of in
layer exchange coupling in Co/Cu and Py/Cu multilaye
respectively. However the actual magnetic configuration
the multilayer slab under consideration was not investiga
in the experiments.

The microscopic picture discussed above could be app
to other systems with similar electronic structure, such
Py/Cu,5 Fe/Ag,4 and Cr/Au.2 Depending on the electroni
structure of the particular system the role of minority a
majority electrons can be changed. The only system that
to be checked in more detail is Cu/Ag.6 Cu and Ag are is-
ovalent and the band structures are quite similar. The c
ductivity drop in this system might be related to alloyin
only.

FIG. 4. Fermi surface of Cu5 and Cu5Co1 slabs for minority
~upper panel! and majority~lower panel! bands. Note that for 2d
slabs of finite thickness the Fermi surface reduces to a set of li
2-4
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Based onab initio calculations of the conductivity o
Cu/Co slabs we have shown that the variation during gro
can be explained by the changes of the electronic structur
a function of the film thickness. In general the total condu
tivity of a multilayer slab increases with increasing thic
ness. A pronounced conductivity drop is obtained when
first Co layer is deposited on top of the Cu. Due to inter
tion of the Cod electrons with the Cus electrons the char
p

.
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tt
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ys
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acter of the minority Fermi surface is changed fromsp- to
d-like. As a consequence the local conductivity contributio
of the Cu layers are reduced. Since the total DOS at
Fermi level increases during film growth the effect is relat
to reduced Fermi velocities. The microscopic picture can
generalized to any multilayer consisting of noble- a
transition-metal layers. This effect is not in contradiction
the conduction drop caused by interface scattering discu
by Bailey et al.32 but can be combined with it. Both effect
exist and interface scattering can even amplify the ba
structure effects.
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